ICS Education course in conjunction with IUGA

General course issues
Given the topic was this course:

Number of responses
30

Right length
27

Too Short
3

Too Long
0

Not sure
0

General Concensus
Right Length

Was this course:

Number of responses
32

Introductory
9

Intermediate
23

Advanced
0

Not sure
0

General Concensus
Intermediate

Number of responses

Very well

Well

Adequately

Not at all

General Concensus

How well has this course met your
expectations?

32

14

15

2

1

Well

General course issues

Number of responses

Strongly agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree General Concensus

The content was as described in the
brochure

33

15

18

0

0

Agree

The content provided me with
information that will be helpful in my
work

33

16

17

0

0

Agree

The format was effective in eliciting
knowledge and ideas

33

17

16

0

0

Strongly Agree

The presentations challenged my
thinking

33

16

17

0

0

Agree

The speakers identified important
issues

33

19

14

0

0

Strongly Agree

There were ample opportunities to ask
questions
32

18

14

0

0

Strongly Agree

The speakers thoroughly answered
participants’ questions

19

13

0

0

Strongly Agree

32

Would you recommend the course to a colleague
If no please explain your answer

Yes=34 No=0
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Did you receive sponsorship for this course

Yes= 5 No= 29

Should we conduct a similar course in the future?

Yes= 29 No= 0

What was the strongest aspect of this
course

Do you have any suggestions
for improving the next course?

Open-Ended Response
emphasis on the 'problem' of
incontinence and importance of
treatment
information given about different
pessaries and when it should be
used
very detailed info reassessment and
treatment

diversity of views
Quite comprehensive covering of
basic aspect
introducing new ideas

excellent well prepared speaker

What was the weakest aspect of this What if anything, should have
course
been included that was not?

the audience was wrong as fisiois
cannot assess vaginal trauma

spoken english very fast

testimonials of patients
'discover your pelvic floor age
test for each delegate would
have been interesting too
long in terms of full
afternoon session- difficult to
concentrate on presentations
maybe another form of
presenting, more practical
samples of pessaries to examine participation
the workshop was a bit too
long suggestion it could be a
speaking to people with urinary 2 day period, more nurses
incontinence
should attend this workshop

no practical component, so do not if course was longer practical
equip you to go and treat patients demonstrations on patients
more people must come
looking forward to the neo-natel include urogyns, widwives,
parking
course over the weekend
nurses in further clincis
it was a workshop more than
a course due to time
time
practicals
restrictions
could extend it to invite
large topic, short time hence not
obstetricians and more
enought depth
midwives
parking was a problem
good to know SA physio is on a is possible more discussion
par with international practice around pelvic floor imaging
Thank you for providing us
with this exposure to
international trends
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Pessary education as it was the
information I was most unfamiliar
with, presenters did well to present
this info in a short space of time
having a multidisciplinary approach
including nursing management
The approachable presenters- thank
you lesley and julia

Would like more
insight/depth

